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8. Certainly you can understand that you as an eternalbeing are both the past and 

future of yourself today! …it is now vital for you to realize that you today are both the 
past and future of your eternalbeing today! …and all of this is clearly illustrated in my 
life, just as in my dreams, as occasions or events and visions because this is impossible to 
language and difficult to describe …yet easy to visualize and illustrate! 

9. Strange as it may seem, you chose to be alive in this area of the universe in order 
to be seen …to shine as brightly as the stars [1B38] and be recognized and affirmed by 
sight, yet now you are concealing yourself again! …why do you suppose that is? 

10. You could have been seen as darkmatter …and as you see clearly in your dreams 
…but you wanted to shine as brightly as the stars …and be seen and affirmed! …so you 
were formed in life in an environment of light! …have you changed your mind already? 

11. What extraordinary awarenesses and realizations …and exciting adventures are 
you forsaking by not paying close attention to the images and illustrations in your self 
and life today, and in your dreams, by closing your eyes and mind …or by concealing 
these happenings under a covering of unseen matters? …or by distorting them to 
unknowing through language? 

12. Have you ever considered that, like the illustration of my father and son, without 
the proper use of language~not languaging~as a clear description of your dream and 
life images, you will not understand those visions? …obviously, you need a suitable 
advantageous communion of visions and language by clearing away all obscuring and 
distorting matters! 

13. In becoming aware of and realizing your eternalself, it is important that you do 
not consider yourself-today and yourself-eternal as separate beings, conditions, 
activities, or powers …but as separate beings·conditions·activities·powers communioning 
as one! …but this is not a oneness! 

14. You …from you “position” as a personalbeing create and function yourself as a 
personal-eternalbeing! …and you …from your “position” as an eternalbeing create and 
function yourself as an eternal-personalbeing! …and if you have an image or vision of 
this, then obviously you realize there is a third you existing and functioning as the 
communion of a personaleternalbeing·eternalpersonalbeing! 

15. The third entity that is you is an illuminatedbeing called resplendent! [Book 8] 
…actually, if you really, really, really understood this, then you realize that you today 
and you eternally are merely vital-perspectives and “ways” of appearing and functioning 
as an illuminatedbeing! 

16. Certainly, you realize that as a chain is determined, controlled, and limited by 
its weakest link, you as an illuminatedbeing are governed by the weakest link of you as a 
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mortalself or you as an eternalself! …as a personalbeing or privilegedbeing! …as 
yourself today or yourself past or future, …and if you understand this, then surely you 
can see the devastation you do to yourself in limiting yourself to learning, growing, 
developing, and becoming, …and by limiting yourself to a past you cannot change …and 
a future that has not yet arrived! …for in this, you are the weakest link! 

17. Awareful communion with your eternalself does not usually come in a single 
event or occasion! …it is more likely to follow after a great deal of trying and testing 
…and realizing there is indeed an eternalself that is you! …which offers an unshakable 
awareness and realization that this communion is real! …in fact, your eternalbeing 
shows up regularly in your dreams [Book 29]. 

18. The communion of persoanlbeing·privilegedbeing, …of mortal·eternal awareness 
and realization, and of human·divine minding is of vital importance, …but of even 
“greater” importance is the vivifying communion of awakened visions and sturdiness 
…and “divine” conditions that flow from that communion! …even as that flow is now in 
one direction, from personalbeing to privilegedbeing, …the moment will come when that is 
repaid! …be assured of that! 
 

Are you limiting and imposing on 
your eternal privilegedbeing and illuminatedbeing? 


